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Not many days agone, a certain oatmeal maker, taking upon him to
be a preacher and therefore imprisoned, was called before the High
Commission: where, keeping on his hat and being asked, why he
did not put it off? he answered, ‘He would never put off his hat to
Bishops’.
‘But you will to Privy Councillors?’ said one of them. ‘Then as you
are Privy Councillors,’ (quoth he) ‘I put off my hat; but as ye are
rags of the Beast, lo! - I put it on again’.
Privy Council examination: reported, 17 April 1630, in letter from
Joseph Mede to Sir Martin Stuteville
The moveable headgear of the obstinate oatmeal maker - a ‘frantic foolish
fellow’ in the view of the slighted Bishops1 - was no mere sartorial
idiosyncrasy. His hat signalled his political stance with precision. At first,
the oatmeal maker refused to bare his head to episcopal authority,
believing that the Bishops of the Church of England were agents of the
sinister Beast named Blasphemy, long prophesied in the Book of
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Revelations. Then, on request, he doffed in submission to the secular
authority of the King’s Privy Council. But, as some Councillors were
simultaneously Bishops, the obstinate hat was promptly replaced.
It was a defiant move, from a man of modes social status, who was
after all on trail before the Court of High Commission for religious
dissent. It openly challenged the convention that ‘inferiors’ should render
‘hat honour’, baring their heads to their ‘superiors’. And, in this instance,
it signalled that his quarrel was with the Bishops, not with the political
authority of the King, although the Privy Councillors themselves showed
no enthusiasm for the careful distinction.
Furthermore, the oatmeal maker was not alone in his contumacy. It
was a mark of determined religious radicalism at that time, for men to
refuse to doff to ecclesiastical authority and to remain covered in church.2
Political egalitarians followed suit. In 1649, the Diggers kept on their hats
at a meeting with their ‘fellow-creater’, the Lord General Fairfax. And in
1657 the Fifth Monarchist, Thomas Venner, would not uncover to the
Lord Protector, Oliver Cromwell.3
Using an everyday and highly visible item like a hat was an
effective and very personal means of communication. The development of
dress and body language signalled, in immediate semaphore, an
individual’s social and political viewpoint. Refusing an outward show of
submission before authority did not, of course, in itself topple crowns - or
even episcopal mitres. Yet it gave even a powerless individual some scope
for bold personal expression, while simultaneously shocking or angering
the flouted ‘superior’.
Challenging an accepted convention had therefore a distinct point.
It depended, of course, upon the existence of the custom and also upon the
visibility and prominence of the hat. Confrontation over these questions
seems to have become abrasive particularly from the later sixteenth
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century onwards, as the use and etiquette of headgear became increasingly
formalised. Equally fascinating for modern social and sartorial history has
been the subsequent warning and virtual disappearance of ‘hat honour’,
while the wearing of hats has also become optional, in an interesting
interplay of cause and effect. In other words, the history of headgear has
signalled not only individual preferences but also wider social change.
‘The Hat, it must constantly be borne in mind, should not be lightly
spoken of’, as a Victorian anecdotist of hattery announced,4 only half in
jest.
Clothing in general, being at once ubiquitous yet personal to each
wearer, affords much scope for intricate social interpretation. It does more
than merely cover and protect the body, as costume historians, fashion
editors, social scientists, anthropologists, and psychologists (both amateur
and professional) have long indicated.5 The visibility of dress conveys
instant and often multiple messages: social; sexual; occupational;
generational; ethnic; geographical; personal. Some of those are conveyed
implicitly; others explicitly and self-consciously. In particular, the
selection and manipulation of external items of dress can be used to
express a myriad of meanings, from display to disguise; from deference to
dissent.
While dress is often imitative, therefore, its deployment is far from
standardised. There is often tension between differentiation and
conformity. People had - and have - relatively little choice in the general
clothing styles of their era and community. Yet there is often much greater
fluidity with reference to the origin and reception of shorter-term fashions,
which depend upon a relatively rapid turnover as part of their appeal; 6 and
there is additional scope in acknowledging, modifying, or flouting the
communal but not invariate conventions that regulate acceptability in
dress and undress. Of course, sartorial freedom is never absolute.
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Individuals are constrained by context, disposable income, and resource
availability. Equally, however, clothing is neither the simple end-product
of a given production chain, nor a static denominator of a fixed social
hierarchy.
There was a long tradition of complaint in Britain - and indeed in
many parts of Western Europe - that, in sartorial matters, things were not
always what they seemed. Too many people were prone to dress ‘above
their station’, it was frequently alleged. Masters were confused with their
journeymen, wives with servant-maids. How far confusion spread in
reality is difficult to know, but these complaints were taken seriously. In
the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, governments had responded with
strict sumptuary laws, attempting to regulate the appropriate fabrics and
styles for the different social strata.7 But this legislation completely failed
to curb competitive dressing, and anyway did not seriously intend to halt
the growth of manufacturing and international trade, which brought many
new wares into production and circulation.
By the eighteenth century, complaints at the deceptions perpetrated
by dress were legion, almost routine. Disconsolate calls for the renewal of
the sumptuary laws (which had been repealed in England in 1604) went
unheeded, not least because of the manifest difficulties of enforcement in
a mobile and urbanising society. Status was conferred not only by birth
but by social negotiation. ‘People, where they are not known, are
generally honour’d according to their Cloaths ...’, ran de Mandeville’s
celebrated dictum from The Fable of the Bees (1724). He added: 8
It is this which encourages every body, who is conscious of his little
Merit, if he is any ways able to wear Cloaths above his Rank,
especially in large and Populous Cities, where obscure Men may
hourly meet with fifty Strangers to one Acquaintance, and
consequently have the Pleasure of being esteem’d by a vast
Majority, not as what they are, but what they appear to be.
Concern with clothing and self-presentation was therefore by no
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means confined to a small elite.9 On the contrary, the relative social
flexibility heightened a wider interest, which fashion promoters also did
their best to encourage. Women in particular at all social levels were often
accused of excessive preoccupation with the externals of dress; and they
constituted a significant, if far from monolithic, consumer group in the
eighteenth-century market.10 But that in turn was clearly influenced by
English society’s acceptance; not to say outright encouragement, of
female conspicuous display. ‘When a poor Young Lady is taught to value
her self on nothing but her Cloaths, and to think she’s very fine when well
accoutred ...’, mused Mary Astell in 1696, ‘who can blame her if she lay
out her Industry and Money on such Accomplishments?’11
Doubtless, many homespun citizens, like Wycherley’s Plain-Dealer
in 1677, denounced the ‘'lying, masking, daubing world’',12 and deplored
the growing sartorial fluidity as license. Yet there were others, who were
prepared to enjoy the liberating potential of dress for concealment and
disguise. For example, the eighteenth-century masquerades had an
immense success by offering the opportunity for both men and women to
appear anonymously - for an evening - in new social or sexual roles.13
Moralists were genuinely shocked, but the crowds attended happily,
turning the challenge of identification into a tantalising entertainment. In
daily life, too, people were able to lift constraints of formality by a change
of clothes. It was reported in 1726 that some noblemen occasionally
amused themselves by walking the streets attired as simple citizens,
although the Duke of Bolton lacked logic when he complained at then
being jostled by the Duke of Somerset’s footman.14 Again, there is little
evidence on the extent of this sort of reverse social adventuring, although
Boswell, for example, essayed it.15 But it was certainly an option available
in the relative impersonality of the great metropolis. There were also a
number of recorded instances of cross-dressing, when men successfully
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lived as women, and women as men.16
In a society alert to options in external display, it was not
surprising therefore that careful attention was paid to hats. Headgear has
always attracted attention from its visibility, and, in the European
tradition, men’s hats in particular have lent themselves to expression
through movement - here in contrast to the greater fixity of women’s
bonnets and head-dresses. Aggression, defiance, salutation, respect,
submission, entreaty, and emotion were readily conveyed by adroit
handling. Illustrations 1-4 provide some eighteenth-century examples, as
identified by artists and satirists; and these were supplemented by many
more, showing men’s hats variously adorned, cocked, tipped, removed,
carried, raised, flourished, waved, thrown into the air, passed round,
extended, cast aside or otherwise manipulated. By contrast, the lesser
mobility of women’s headgear gave scope for elaborate confections,17
with fashionable plumes and top-knots attracting attention and suggesting
added distinction through added height.
An extensive hatting industry sustained a widespread hatownership, among both sexes and virtually all social groups.18 Eighteenthcentury headgear was adopted not only for warmth and protection, but
also for manoeuvre and display. Considerable attention was paid to hatting
materials, from straw bonnets to fine beavers, as well as to style and
trimmings. In public, men customarily kept their hair covered with a
powdered wig or peruke.19 Their hats were then perched on top of the wig
(which could reach some height) or carried under the arm. Indeed, during
the eighteenth century, it became decreasingly common for men to wear
their headgear - other than wigs and nightcaps - indoors, as social
etiquette became increasingly formalised and as housing also became
better heated. That applied both in private homes and at public
assemblies20 (Figs 5, 6) unless the purpose of a gathering was military or
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ceremonial. For example, Members of Parliament, as political masters in
their own House, were entitled to sit wearing hats, although, when
speaking on the floor, they were expected to uncover.21 But, by the
eighteenth century, many found a wig quite sufficient for their dignity.
Style instead dictated a preferred mode of carrying the ubiquitous
three-cornered hat, eventually known as the tricorne,22 which was
reversed and tucked beneath the arm. In the 1760S and 1770S, a special
flat version was developed, which was solely to be held and not worn: the
chapeau bras. On one occasion in 1751, a novel insult was traded by this
means. At an assembly, when Lord Hervey stood holding out his upturned
hat, Lord Cobham spat in it, for a guinea wager.23 His attempt to claim it
as a joke was not well received, and public opinion sided with the
affronted victim. The colloquialism ‘to spit in one’s hat and wipe it’
thereupon entered the slang currency of the day, referring to the
clumsiness both of the insult and the subsequent apology.
Notable men often wore notable hats. Beau Nash was famous for
his white beaver, which stood out among the customary black.24 Benjamin
Franklin, on his embassy to Paris in 1775, had a fashionable success with
his unfashionable round Quaker hat.25 Charles James Fox also favoured
the high-crowned style, ancestor of the later and much more elongated
topper.26 Radical orators meanwhile used the visibility and symbolism of
white hats: as, for example, did John Thelwall in the 1790s and Henry
Hunt in the 1810s.27 These men were all relatively speaking social or
political outsiders, using clothing to assert their presence among the
crowds.
Others preferred peer group identification. It was possible ‘to know
the Principles of each man by the cock of his Hat’, claimed a (fictional)
man-about-town in 1702: the conceited wit tilted his hat over the left eye,
the travelled wit over the right; the country squire pushed his behind his
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wig, the beau carried his under the arm; while the man with his brim
pulled down on both sides was a speculator - or a member of the Society
for the Reformation of Manners.28 Later, in the 1760s, the differing styles
still denoted social rivalry:29
There is the military cock, and the mercantile cock, and, while the
beaux of St. James’s wear their hats under their arms, the beaux of
Moorfields Mall wear them diagonally over their left or right eye.
Henry Fielding waxed satirical on the same theme. His Jonathan
Wild showed his greatness by calming disputes between his followers
who wore their hats ‘fiercely cocked’ (known as Cavaliers and Tory rory
Ranter boys) and the others, ‘who preferred the nab or trencher hat, with
the brim flapping over their eyes’ (known as Wags, Roundheads, Shakebags, and Old Nolls).30 These echoing nicknames from the midseventeenth-century civil wars indicated the militant passions evoked by
rival group plumage, although in this fictional case Fielding’s anti-hero
averted a battle. Meanwhile, many real disputes were marked by the
sporting of conspicuous favours and tokens in the hat. Nor was sartorial
commitment confined to Hanoverian Britain. In Sweden at the same
period the two main contending political parties were formally known as
the ‘Hats’ and the ‘Caps’.31
Above all, as the head was symbol of authority, the covering or
uncovering of the head, in Western society, was for men an important
signal of relative status. Whether and how universally regarded in practice
is impossible to ascertain; but the expectation was clear enough. The
traditional custom was expressed in the Princeton College rules of 1756.
They declared that: ‘Inferiors, when they come into the company of a
superior or speak to him, shall show their respect by pulling the hats’.32
That rule was simplest for monarchs. Kings stood covered, while
subjects bared their heads, although ambassadors (representing foreign
kings) did not.33 The custom was then extended down the social hierarchy.
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‘Inferiors’ owed the duty of ‘hat honour’ to a ‘superior’, by removing the
hat on meeting. Young men owed it to their elders; and sons to fathers, as
the household was a microcosm of society. Conversely, grandees could
pay pleasant compliments by waiving the custom. That was done, for
example, by Charles II in I663, when his illegitimate son, the Duke of
Monmouth, was dancing at court: ‘The king came in and kissed him and
made him put on his hat, which everybody took notice of’.34 On another
occasion, the formidable Dr Busby, headmaster of Westminster School,
claimed the same privilege, in order not to abate his authority before his
pupils;35 and, apparently, the flexible Charles II agreed.
Rituals of hat-doffing were studied by those aspiring to the social
graces. The eighteenth-century ideal was an unflurried ease, without
excessive ostentation. ‘Dress, like writing, should never appear the effect
of too much study and application’, advised William Shenstone in 1764.36
At the same time, the requirements of hat honour needed good style. The
Rudiments of Genteel Behaviour (I737) was emphatic:37
The right Arm must rise to the Hat with moderate Motion sideways,
the ... Hand turn’d and its Palm shown, the Fingers must be on the
Brim, and the Forefinger extended on the Crown of the Hat, and the
Thumb under the Brim ...; and whilst taking it off, let the Look and
Action be complaisantly address’d to the Person to whom the
compliment is intended; the left Arm should fall neither backward
nor forward (both which wou’d look disagreeable) but gently by the
Side, ... and holding the Glove in an easy, careless Manner.
By accentuating or abbreviating the action, individuals had a certain scope
for self-expression. It was sometimes difficult to tell, for example when
walking out of doors, within what physical range the salutation was
expected, although it was accepted that it did not apply at a great distance.
Some were therefore able to move away from ‘superiors’ to evade or
ignore the custom.
Others, more boldly, refused to comply on principle. As already
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noted, in the early seventeenth century, a refusal to bear the head to
Bishops was a visible pledge of dissent among radical Puritan men, such
as the contumacious oatmeal maker. Numerous others refused to take their
hats off in church, particularly during the sermon, in direct contravention
of the eighteenth canon of the Church of England. The same sartorial
nonconformity was later retained by many of the separated Nonconformist
congregations in the eighteenth century. By then, the refusal of hat honour
was slightly less daring, as individuals were not alone in their obstinacy;
but it made their practices distinctive, and affirmed their willingness to
challenge formal convention.38 In that, they were kept company by some
continental and American Anabaptist and Mennonite communities,
although characteristically each group had its own preferences in hat style
and usage.39 Meanwhile, Nonconformist women, in their plain bonnets or
caps, were not in breach of traditional church etiquette derived from St
Paul's instruction in I Corinthians II, which had always required female
heads to be covered.
Denial of hat honour in the secular sphere developed closely with
egalitarian claims in religion. Determined radicals in the civil war years of
the 1640s and 1650s signalled their personal independence by that means.
‘When the Lord sent me forth in the world’, wrote George Fox in the
1650s, ‘he forbade me to put off my hat to any, high or low ... neither
might I bow or scrape with my leg to any one’.40 Subsequently, the
Quaker movement, that he founded, remained strongly committed to this
rule, as a visible pledge of personal simplicity and equality. It went with
use of the familiar ‘thee’ and ‘thou’ to social superiors, another challenge
to the conventions of the day.41 The booming growth of Quakerism
throughout the later seventeenth century suggests that this personalised
expression of dissent had some attraction during the post-Restoration
period of public defeat for religious radicalism, although it is impossible
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to know how determinedly all individual Quakers held onto their hats.
Gradually, however, social custom began to catch up with the
rebels. In the following centuries, there was a long-term decline in the
rigid formality of ‘hat honour’ between men, particularly outside court
and ceremonial circles. That did not happen as a result of conscious
protest, although no doubt the stubborn Quakers and other nonconformist
individuals had some cumulative impact (just as the long Puritan tradition
also contributed to the eventual triumph of sobriety in men’s clothing
styles). But changing social and cultural contexts had a yet more
pervasive influence. With the growth of towns, inter-personal contacts
were often brisk and fleeting, giving little opportunity for detailed mutual
assessment.42 Indeed, in many circles, it was difficult to know who was
superior to whom, apart from those at the extremities of the traditional
hierarchy.
Furthermore, the prevalent constitutional (but not democratic)
tradition in Hanoverian Britain encouraged a belief in the ‘freeborn
Englishman’, which in turn discountenanced exaggerated expressions of
personal submission. Such modes of greeting were thought of as slavish
and ‘foreign’. In parallel with that, an informal and openly affectionate
behaviour was increasingly cultivated within families.43 Fathers no longer
remained hatted before hatless sons, partly as indoor hat-wearing
disappeared but also as parental authority was not presented in such
magisterial style. In the later seventeenth century, for example, Lord
Clarendon noted the diminishing of this signal of respect for old age as a
sign of the degeneracy of the times.44
Out of doors, doffing between men of different social class also
gradually attenuated. In 1810-11, the observant American traveller, Louis
Simond, noticed that in Britain, while people responded civilly to his
enquiries, they did not pull off their hats, as would be necessary in Paris:
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‘a slight inclination of the head, or a motion of the hand, is thought
sufficient’.45 And earlier, in 1766, a quiet Cornish rector had noted sadly
the casualness of clerical salutations at Bath: ‘But poor Country Parsons
pass by the side of a Bishop, without any compliment to his Episcopal
Order’.46
Of course, customs changed only gradually and in a very piecemeal
fashion, so that practice was by no means uniform throughout the country.
Touching the hat as a mark of respect undoubtedly continued, and it was
codified for the specialist purposes of the army into the military salute,
which still survives. But in civilian life the gesture became relatively brisk
and perfunctory, in comparison with the traditional flourish. By the
nineteenth century, there were many comments that formal hat-doffing
was in marked decline. And later still, by the mid-twentieth century, even
a brisk hat-touching to social superiors has become very much a minority
gesture, aided and abetted by the very widespread decline in hatwearing.47 However, if a hat is worn, it still constitutes a mark of respect
to remove it, for example at funerals.
Innovation in these matters seems to have begun in the towns, but
spread rapidly enough elsewhere. In 1790, the choleric John Byng had
complained that even rural England had lost its ‘honesty, cheapness,
ancient customs, and civility’ - which included reverent bowing and
greetings - a change that he attributed to the diffusion of knavery and
abuse from London.48 As with bowing and scraping for men, so the deep
curtsy for women also began to diminish into a brisk bob, except for its
continuing use on ceremonial occasions. In her autobiography, Elizabeth
Ham, the daughter of a small yeoman farmer, remembered that in her
Dorset childhood in the 1780s indiscriminate salutations were
discouraged: ‘I used to curtsy to all the fine-dressed ladies that I met, till
told not to do so by the nurse-maid, with whom I generally walked out’.49
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This form of greeting did not disappear rapidly or even totally, but in the
presence of all other than royalty it became increasingly optional and
decreasingly formalised. The curtsy can still be found, generally in the
form of the attenuated bob, but now derives its impact from rarity. These
changes had cultural as well as economic roots. They indicated a new
moderation in the interpersonal expression of the inequalities of social
class, a trend in public presentation that has accentuated as the British
constitution has been gradually democratised, and British society
urbanised.
Nonetheless, in the eighteenth century and after, the civility of ‘hat
honour’ between friends and acquaintances survived more fully. That
carried a related but different emphasis: it indicated deference, but not so
much to strict social hierarchy, as to personal and moral worth. This usage
as social courtesy was established in the informal codification of
gentlemanly good manners in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.50
‘Two meeting in a narrow dirty Pathway, the Party that gives way is to
receive the Civility of the Hat, or a Curtsey from a Woman’, instructed
The Man of Manners firmly in 1737.51 In Richardson’s History of Sir
Charles Grandison (1753/4), the perfections of the hero eventually wrung
a reluctant tribute from an enemy: ‘I would sooner veil [doff] to such a
Man as this than to a King on his Throne’.52
Acknowledgements of this sort implied courtesy and a marked
element of personal recognition, if not equality. As it was a custom
particularly of ‘polite society’, it was particularly prized by those of
uncertain status. That ambitious gentleman’s gentleman, John MacDonald,
proudly recorded of one employer in 1763: ‘The Major was a polite man.
If he met me in the streets ... and I lifted my hat, he returned it; but no
more’.53 Clearly, the greeting was less than ecstatic, but it closed the
social distance between master and man. Indeed, an adventurer could turn
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good manners to his own advantage. The Frauds and Cheats of London
Detected (1802) warned against the ‘Spunger’, who raised his hat to
fashionable strangers, relying upon their polite acknowledgement to give
himself a bogus prestige as a man of the world, in the eyes of gullible
country newcomers.54 Similarly, The Man of Manners had observed wryly
that noblemen were prone to receive reverences and familiar smiles from
all kinds of passers-by: ‘People they have no more Personal ... Knowledge
of than of Julius Caesar’.55
Most long-lasting and ubiquitous of all forms of ‘hat honour’ was
that between the sexes. Here recognition was both personal and social.
Polite behaviour required men to doff their hats to women, and especially
to ‘ladies’. Between friends and acquaintances, that implied civility and
recognition, to which the response was a nod or smile. It meant that the
traditionally more powerful man could doff to an ‘inferior’ woman but
without risking social subversion, as the signal was made with the full
confidence of authority. The recipient was, meanwhile, flattered by the
chivalrous gesture from the ‘powerful’ male, which indicated his
‘gentlemanly’ breeding as well as her status.
There was also a class dimension, that returned to the idea of a
traditional hierarchy. Hats were taken off in the presence of ‘ladies’, in
deference to their social elevation. But, since these respectable personages
were never clearly defined, men faced a continual challenge to their
judgement. The salutation became a token of esteem that was particularly
coveted by women of uncertain status, whether moral or social. In 1860,
Wilkie Collins created a vivid picture of such a case. As the grim but once
raffish Mrs Catherick struggled to gain respectability, the mild hero saw
her manoeuvre to get the local clergyman to raise his hat to her, and
reported, with a tinge of admiration for her tenacity: ‘I saw the hard
ghastly face behind the window soften, and light up with gratified pride - I
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saw the head with the grim black cap bend ceremoniously in return. The
clergyman had bowed to her, and in my presence, twice in one day!’56
This fictional case history suggested the importance that minor nuances of
style could carry for status-conscious individuals.
It indicated furthermore that the man essentially held the power to
extend or withhold the accolade of ‘hat honour’, while the putative ‘lady’
had a lesser, if not insignificant, chance to counter-attack by an appeal to
conventional courtesies. Eventually, however, even this critical arena for
social and sexual jousting began to lose its centrality, as inter-class hat
signals began to wane, hat-wearing became less ubiquitous, and, in many
cases, ‘ladies’ less instantly recognisable. In a novel of 1920, for example,
the traditional ritual of uncovering and forelock-tugging was described as
an ‘antique courtesy’. And on that occasion, when Dornford Yates’s
indubitably ladylike but equally fictional Daphne was so saluted by an old
road-mender, her brother commented with some nostalgia: ‘I’ll bet no
man’s ever done that to you before’.57 Practices of hat-doffing between
acquaintances did not, on the other hand, disappear as rapidly.58 In some
circles, it still continues, albeit usually with simplicity rather than with the
old-style flourish. But only a minority of the population of modern Britain
now wears hats regularly, and probably only a minority of that minority
continues to offer the ‘civility of the hat’.
Needless to say, by the nature of things, these highly nuanced
changes occurred without a single precise historical dating. It is clear,
however, that in the long term the style of ‘hat honour’ underwent a slow
process of attenuation: from a flourishing removal with a bow, to an
arrested half-lifting of the hat, to a brief touch of the hat or head or a
vague gesture with the hand. Similarly, the occasions for such sartorial
greetings have much diminished. Ceremonial ‘hat honour’ survives on
special occasions and for uniformed staff, but it has normally disappeared
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in casual encounters between the classes, and it has virtually, if not
absolutely, abated between the sexes.
Change was considerably eased by the modern decline in hatwearing itself. Victorian men had still sported their silk toppers, felt
bowlers,

and

broad-brimmed

‘wideawakes’

in

abundance.

But

subsequently, and notably since the Second World War, usage has become
more optional and eclectic, with hatted men now in a distinct minority.59
Certainly, that transformation has not stemmed from any failure in
production or distribution, nor indeed from any lessening of the capacity
of human headgear to provide warmth and decoration (although umbrellas
now compete in providing protection against rain). It seems rather to
record a major change in style, as much as fashion. And that, in turn, may
well be inter-linked - partly as cause and partly as effect - with the
diminishing custom of using hats to signal ‘hat honour’.
As the old, hierarchic custom decayed, a more egalitarian form of
physical greeting has quietly gained greater currency. That is the handshake, which is relatively more direct and intimate but still, in the English
version, retains a certain distance between the participants, unlike the
familiar continental embrace and exchange of kisses on the cheek. Social
handshaking also began to acquire its own customs and styles. Some
pumped limbs enthusiastically; others gave special signs, such as the
Masonic signal; while the world-weary did no more than extend a
nonchalant fore-finger. A bargain sealed with a hand-shake was personally
ratified; equally, a refusal to shake hands was a direct personal snub.
As a greeting, it was known in England from at least the sixteenth
century if not before,60 when it was generally used between close friends
or individuals of similar status, particularly but not exclusively on first
meeting or upon remeeting after an absence. It became socially more
noticeable and was probably used more widely, once hat signalling
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gradually declined. Polite society in Victorian England, however, often
found its body language rather too intimate, especially when confronted
by strangers of lower social status. Frances Trollope in I832, for example,
found the American habit of egalitarian hand-shaking between both sexes
and all social classes distinctly too forward, especially as ‘the near
approach of the gentleman [ironically] was always redolent of whiskey
and tobacco’.61 Elizabeth Gaskell in North and South (1864) also plotted
the social tension between the ladylike parson’s daughter from the south,
who bowed, and the cotton master from Manchester, who, in ‘the frank,
familiar custom of the place’, held out his hand.62 Not all encounters were,
however, as interesting as theirs. In modern Britain, shaking hands has
become less highly charged and more casual. If there is a formal physical
greeting (between other than close friends and family circles), that is
probably now the form it takes, although there is still considerable social
hesitation about its use, particularly with strangers of unknown
provenance.
Although custom is still slowly adapting to the disappearance of
‘hat honour’, hats themselves retain their versatility. Ousted from one
historic function, their sartorial and social attractions are by no means at
an end. Proverbially, hats are eaten, passed round, talked through, thrown
into the ring, or simply hung up. They are held in hand; secrets are kept
under them; or surprises pulled out of them; and people knocked into a
cocked version of them. Things are done at the drop of a hat; and
sportsmen covet three for a hat-trick. Bonnets may contain bees; caps may
be set at young men, and put on by dunces - or by thinkers. Hanging
judges wore black; cardinals wear red. In ballads, they are draped with
green willow; and music-hall ditties enquired: ‘Where did you get that
hat?’ Psychologists have suggested that headgear, among numerous other
items of clothing, may have phallic symbolism; 63 and it certainly recurs in
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sexual metaphor. Moreover, opponents were ‘bad hats’ (thus, for example,
the Duke of Wellington on the Reform Parliament in 1832); swells were
‘high hats’; and much, very much, is ‘old hat’. If it was enough to drive
hatters mad,64 customers have kept their sense of humour.
Consequently, the scope for intricate and evolving sartorial
semaphore is never concluded. Styles, fashions, and customs in dress and
its deployment are not ‘mere externals’ but are integral parts of compound
historic processes. All that, from deference to dissent and more, radical
oatmeal makers - and countless others - have silently signalled with their
hats.
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